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Abstract-The prototype structural dynamics problem of the initiation of plane folding
in a single more competent rock layer, where both that layer and its embedding
medium are originally undergoing a uniform parallel-layer compression at a constant
strain rate, is reexamined . The two-dimensional mathematical model employed
represents this situation in terms of a layered quasistatic Newtonian fluid involving
surface tension effects . The critical conditions for the onset of folding are developed
by performing the relevant linear stability analysis of an appropriate planar interface
solution to this governing system of equations using a modified normal mode tech-
nique. These results depend crucially upon a nondimensional stability parameter
proportional to the ratio of strain rate to surface tension . Consistent with models
ignoring these surface tension effects, the wave train of a fold occurring over an
unbounded region is characterized by the dominant wavelength of that disturbance
corresponding to the maximum perturbation growth rate . For finite territory size
limited in lateral extent to the order of the dominant wavelength, however, this wave
train can be characterized by the critical wavelength at which the growth rate
vanishes. The latter result is used to explain why some folds have a wavelength to
thickness ratio of less than six while minor folds seem to have a preference for that
quantity between six and four. This approach is presented as an alternative to a
non-Newtonian one .
1. INTRODUCTION
A linear stability analysis relevant to the onset of plane folding in a single layer of
viscous fluid embedded in a medium of lower viscosity, where both are originally
undergoing a uniform parallel-layer shortening at a constant rate of compressive strain,
has been one of the principal analytical tools used to model the prototype structural
dynamics problem of fold initiation in an isolated rock stratum which is more competent
than its surroundings . Most authors in treating such rock folding situations by these
means have adopted a two-dimensional Newtonian fluid model in which stress is linearly
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related to rate of strain . Perhaps the definitive work of this type was done independently
by Smith [1] and Fletcher [2] . Fletcher examined both limiting cases of adherence and
stress-free conditions at the interfaces separating the layer from the medium while Smith
allowed for the possibility of interfacial slip intermediate to this as well . Further,
Fletcher restricted his analysis to folding whereas Smith also considered the related
"pinch-and-swell" phenomena of boundinage and mullion structures . Smith's [1] main
result for folding in an unbounded region was the conjecture that the wave train of a fold
could be characterized by the so-called dominant wavelength associated with that
disturbance to the mean uniform-shortening flow which corresponds to the maximum
perturbation growth rate. Although this theory provided qualitative agreement with
observation, quantitative comparison yielded an important discrepancy (3] . Some folds
occasionally have an observed wavelength to thickness ratio of less than six while minor
folds seem almost to have a preference for that normalized wavelength between six and
four. The theory based as it was upon the dominant wavelength failed to predict any fold
with a wave train characterized by a normalized wavelength small enough so that it lay
within this range .
In order to improve the quantitative accuracy of his unified model Smith [3] now
turned to a non-Newtonian approach and followed that up with a detailed examination of
the same sort limited to folding [4] . At this point it seems entirely appropriate to
investigate the reasoning process which led him to proceed accordingly . For that
purpose we quote directly from Smith [3] as follows :
"The preceding discussion was intended to show that in spite of our lack of knowledge
concerning the relative viscosities between layers, we can still identify important discrepancies
between observation and my theory (Smith 1975) . In fact, there are problems with almost every
type of prediction . What important physical process has been omitted from the theory?* My first
attempt to patch up the theory was to include, in the mathematical model, some degree of slip
between the layer and the surroundings . There is firm field evidence for occasional interfacial slip,
and it seemed a likely candidate . While that investigation (Smith 1975) proved interesting from a
theoretical point of view and provided another adjustable parameter (for example, an interface
friction coefficient), it failed to resolve any of the discrepancies discussed above . This paper takes
a different approach and includes instead the effects of non-Newtonian flow . There is strong
evidence that, under some conditions . rocks flow in a non-Newtonian manner . . . and so this too is
a likely candidate . This attempt has proven to be much more successful ."
In particular for the folding of a non-Newtonian strongly strain rate softening layer that
analysis (see Smith [41, as well) sufficiently decreased the dominant wavelength so that it
now fell within the range mentioned above as characteristic of short-wavelength minor
folds .
It is our dual purpose first to introduce an additional mechanism heretofore ignored
and then to offer a modified Newtonian model including this effect as a possible
alternative to the non-Newtonian one advanced by Smith for predicting the normalized
wavelength of observed folds. We do this by suggesting surface tension at the layer-
medium interfaces as another equally likely candidate for the omitted physical process
referred to in the paragraph quoted above . As a partial justification for this choice we
cite the work of Buckmaster and Nachman [5] dealing with the deformation of a
two-dimensional thin thread of viscous liquid due to the slow motion of its ends and the
influence of surface tension . Their study was originally motivated by that of Biot [6]
which examined small plastic deformations of thin layers of rock in the earth's crust by
treating such motions as those of a slow viscous fluid. The analysis of Buckmaster and
Nachman [5] depended on the assumption that an appropriately defined Reynolds
• Italics added by the authors for the purpose of emphasis.
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number was very small so inertial effects could be neglected . Such an approximation was
also implicit in the analyses of Smith [1, 3] and Fletcher [2] . Further Buckmaster and
Nachman [5] determined for their viscida problem that surface tension effects would be
important provided the quantity yl(N.U) was of the same order of magnitude as the small
parameter H/L, where y is the surface tension coefficient, µ is the viscosity coefficient,
and U is the relative compressive speed of one end of the viscida in respect to the other
end while H and L are the thickness and total arclength of that viscida, respectively . We
shall later show that for the range of material and experimental parameters relevant to
the type of single layer rock folding under examination our Newtonian fluid model with
surface tension effects satisfies this condition .
We begin in Sec. 2 with a formulation of the problem which is a modification of that
used by earlier authors . In particular the nondimensionalized mathematical model
employed represents this rock folding situation in terms of a two-dimensional layered
Newtonian fluid involving surface tension effects . The critical conditions for the onset of
such folding are developed in Sec . 3 by performing the relevant linear stability analysis
of an appropriate planar interface solution to this governing system of equations using a
modified normal mode technique . Although up to this point we have largely been
retracing methodology introduced by previous workers while filling in details which they
omitted, the fact that surface tension has been -taken into account makes our stability
criterion significantly different from those deduced before in that it depends crucially
upon a dimensionless parameter proportional to the ratio of strain rate to surface
tension. In Sec. 4, we conjecture that, while in unbounded regions, the wave train of a
fold is still characterized by the dominant wavelength of the disturbance ; for finite
territory size limited in lateral extent to the order of the dominant wavelength, however,
this wave train can be characterized by the critical wavelength at which the perturbation
growth rate vanishes. The latter result, which provides good agreement with observed
field data, is used to explain the occurrence of those anomalous normalized wavelengths
characteristic of short-wavelength minor folds. Section 5 deals with an application to our
model of that "resonance" mechanism originally devised by Smith [4] to explain the
preferred normalized wavelength range for minor folds . We conclude in Sec . 6 with a
comparison of our results to those arrived at by using different Newtonian or non-
Newtonian approaches for modelling rock folding. Also there is a discussion of some
logical extensions of this model to include nonlinear and three-dimensional effects as
well as additional alterations to make it suitable for representing other geological
structures .
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
We wish to investigate the initiation of two-dimensional folding in a single rock layer
which is more competent than its embedding medium and of an initial uniform mean
thickness Ho. Both this stratum and its surroundings are homogeneous of density p e and
originally undergoing a uniform parallel-layer compression at a constant rate of strain, 9,
such that the layer-medium interfaces are planar in shape, parallel in orientation, and
symmetrically moving apart . It is the stability of the shape of these planar interfaces to
fold-type disturbances with which we are concerned . We employ a .nondimensionalized
alteration of the layered Newtonian fluid model of Smith [1] and Fletcher [2], with the
chief modification being the inclusion of interfacial surface tension effects, to represent
this prototype structural dynamics problem . Our main purpose is to use a linear stability
analysis in order to predict under what conditions on the imposed strain rate those
observed folds of anomalous normalized wavelength were formed .
Our nondimensional model is developed as follows : Consider a two-dimensional
coordinate system, denoted by (x, z), such that the x axis coincides with the mean
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position of the center line of the single layer, while the z coordinate measures the
distance from that position and time is denoted by t . In the development that follows we
shall use the additional nomenclature given below :
v=v(x, z, t)=(u, w) denotes velocity components, p=p(x, z, t) is the reduced
pressure, h = h(t) is the distance separating the mean position of the interface from that
of the center line of the layer,
is
= 5(x, t) is the deviation of the interface from its mean
position, µ =- viscosity coefficient, v = µl po
~ kinematic viscosity, y =- interfacial surface
tension coefficient, and d
w
interfacial drag or friction coefficient . Further a prime
superscript on a bulk quantity denotes the upper medium ; a double primed superscript,
the lower medium; and no superscript at all, the layer itself . At the interfaces an
unprimed quantity denotes the upper and a primed one, the lower interface .
We are considering all independent and dependent variables in dimensionless form
and use Ho, e, Me , µe, and a as scale factors for distance, time, velocity, pressure, and
deviation of the interface from its mean position, respectively . In addition we introduce
the following dimensionless parameters :
E = 81
HO,
R = eH of p, r = p.'1µ, r' = ra"1x, T = yi(geHo),
T'=
y'l(µeH
a
), F =
dHol(21+
)
,
and
F'=
d'H
o
l(2µ) .
Then the upper interface satisfies the relation
r i
z = h(t) + E4(x, t), where lim 21
1
~(x, t) dx = 0,
while the lower one satisfies (see Fig. 1)
i
z =-h(t)+cC'(x, t), where lim
21 r
;'(x, t) dx =0,
and the governing Navier-Stokes equations of motion and boundary conditions become
as follows .
For z > h(t)+EC(x, t) (in the upper medium) :
, = au +aw
=0, R
Du
=_2R+r 2u',
R
DW'
=
-ak+r
2w' .
ax az Dt ax Dt az
(2.1a, b, c)
For -h(t)+ EC'(x, t) < z < h(t)+ EC(x, t) (in the layer) :
•v =0, R
D
=- p+ 2v . (2.2a,b,c)
For z < - h(t) + eC'(x, t) (in the lower medium) :
v' -0 R D"-- p"+r' 2v".
For z = h(t) + EC(x, t) (at the upper interface) :
(2.3a, b, c)
dt+E(at +u 2x )=w,-EU'a+w'= -eu~ +w, (2.4a,b)
h2
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Fig. 1
. The layer-medium interfaces z=h(t)+eC(x,t) and z=-h(t)+t) dividing the folded layer
-h
+e;' < z < h + e; from the upper z > h +e{ and lower z
<
-h+ej' media. The mean interfacial positions
are located at z=h(t) and z=-h(t), respectively, while µ>p' and p.>µ". The solid arrows denote the
uniform-shortening
parallel-layer compression of constant strain rate. Eventually in what follows we shall
adopt the simplifying assumption that the upper and lower embedding media are identical which for folding
implies ('= ;.
-p'+2r a au' a
	
E ( au' + aw' a +aw
1 1+e
a
2
ax ~a)2- l az ax )a az 1/[ 2 1
=-p+2
aura au aw a aw l a a 2 a
[e2ax\ax)2-e(az+ax)ax+azll[1+e2~ax)2~-eT
/[1+e(a )2 ] ; ,
(2.4c)
f aw , _ au' _ I (au' aw' 21/ 2
r l e ~az ax )ax + 2\az + ax )[
I-E
\dzJ ~~
(aw au 1 (au aw 2 r 2
=E kaz - ax)ax + 2\az + ax)[
1-E
\ax)
2 u2
= F[u'-u+e(w'-w) a}[1+e 2
\ax )
For z =-h(t)+ eC'(x, ()(at the lower interface) :
-d
+e(a +u
a
)=w,-eu
a
+w=-eu"~ +w",
(2.4d, e)
(2.5a, b)
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au aw \I a aw a l
-p+2 [e-
ax(ax, -E (az + axlax + az]l[
1+e'
(ax
=-P°+2r'[E2
ax (axl'-e (az + ax ~ax +'0Z 1/1 , + E- a,
-ET as
/[
1+E2 ~
2v n,
(
\ z,rz
E (az ax!a + 2(az + axl[ 1-e2Oax)
-r {E (az ax) ax + 2\ax + ax /[ 1-E2( ax) J~
l z ~r~
=F'[u-u"+e(w-w")
ax][
I+E2
(ax~
(2.5c)
(2.5d, e)
Equations (2.1), (2 .2), and (2.3) represent conservation of mass (a) and momentum
(b, c) in the upper medium, layer, and lower medium, respectively, for a pure isothermal
Newtonian material of homogeneous density . In a problem of the sort under in-
vestigation it is often useful to employ the simplest reasonable model . Toward that end
we now set the Reynolds number R, which typically has the very small value of 10 - '8 for
this problem with H o = 10 cm, e = 10-"/sec, and v = 1026 cm'/sec [7], equal to zero and
hence make the quasistatic approximation [8], discussed earlier in conjunction with the
work of Buckmaster and Nachman [5] . This eliminates the substantial derivatives which
contain the inertial terms from the Navier-Stokes equations and in particular reduces
(2.1b, c) to the vector form
0 = - p' + r0 2v',
with similarly simplified versions for (2 .2b, c) and (2 .3b, c) .
The five conditions imposed at each of the layer-medium interfaces in Eqs . (2 .4) and
(2.5) reflect the fact that these boundaries are material surfaces of discontinuity separat-
ing two immiscible fluids . Thus (a) is the so-called kinematic boundary condition which
guarantees that the normal speed of the fluid adjacent to the interface at an interfacial
position is instantaneously equal to the normal speed of. the interface at that point [9]-in
other words, the interface is a material surface . When we use a general balance equation
from continuum mechanics for a surface of discontinuity [10], (b) follows from con-
servation of mass while (c) and (d) arise, in turn, from the normal and tangential
components, respectively, of momentum balance . In particular, for a material surface
separating immiscible fluids of the same density such that the surface tension effect is
isotropic and uniformly constant, these conservation relationships reduce to continuity
at the interface both of the normal components of fluids velocity (b) for mass and of
shear stress (d) for the tangential component of momentum ; and to the equality of the
change of normal stress at that interface with the product of interfacial surface tension
and curvature (c) for the normal component of momentum . Finally (e) is a constitutive
relation between shear stress and the change of the tangential component of fluid
velocity at the interface [I] . The proportionality constant in this relationship is a measure
of interfacial drag and ranges from zero to infinity with the former limit corresponding to
a stress-free condition while the latter one implies a no-slip condition or, equivalently,
continuity of the tangential component of fluid velocity .
There exists an exact solution to this quasistatic system of governing equations which
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satisfies the boundary conditions for planar interfaces located at z=±h(t) and
represents the parallel-layer uniform shortening flow situation discussed earlier . That
uniform-shortening planar interface solution is given by
where po is a constant and h(t) satisfies dh/dt = h . The latter condition, in conjunction
with the fact that the scale factor for distance is H o , determines the mean interfacial
position function ; hence we obtain
h(t) = (1/2)e' . (2 .7)
In an actual occurrence of a single layer fold the extent of the upper or lower
embedding medium is naturally finite . A simplifying assumption in this model is that, for
a fixed value of t, z=h(t) extends to positive infinity in the upper medium and z + h(t)
extends to negative infinity in the lower one . The folding instability to be considered in
the next section depends crucially upon conditions at the layer-medium interfaces but
should be virtually unaffected by conditions far from these interfaces . Thus we can
expect that far from each interface the influence of the shape of that interface on the
relevant velocity and pressure fields will become negligible . This means that
u'- uu, w'-4 wo, p' -' po
as z->w;
U"-> uo, W"- wo, P"--r p' as z-w;
(2.8)
where uo, wo, po and uo, w"o, pu comprise the uniform-shortening planar interface
solution of (2 .6b) and (2.6d), respectively . The far field conditions of (2.8) are the proper
ones to impose as Izl~ = and along with the quasistatic version of the bulk equations of
(2.1)-(2.3) and the boundary conditions of (2 .4)-(2.5) constitute the explicit mathematical
formulation of the problem once the mean interfacial positions are defined consistent
with (2.7) . In addition, x extends to positive and negative infinity and we also adopt the
implicit requirement that the dependent variables remain bounded as IxI -+- .
3 . THE LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS
It is the stability of the uniform-shortening planar interface solution of (2.6) with
which we are concerned . In order to investigate this stability we shall consider solutions
to our basic system of equations of the form
EC(x, t)=0+e;,(x, t)+0(e 2 ), u(x, z, t) = uo(x)+eu,(x, z, t)+0(e 2 ),
w(x,z.()=wo(z)+ew,(x,z,t)+0(e2),p(x,z,t)=po+ep,(x,z,t)+0(62), (3.1)
with analogous expansions for the relevant primed and double primed quantities . In the
above, the parameter e, a measure of the maximum deviation of the interface from a
plane, is assumed for the purpose of linear theory to be much less than one in absolute
;(x, t) = C'(x, t) = 0 ; (2.6a)
u'=uo(x ) =-x,w'=wo(z)=z,p'=po=pe+2(r-1) for z>h(t) ; (2.6b)
u = u o(x) = -x, w = w o(z) = z, p = po for - h(t) < z < h(t) ; (2.6c)
u"=uo(x)=-x,w"=wo(z)=z,p"=Po=Po+2(r'-1) for z<-h(t) ; (2.6d)
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value ; hence terms of O(e') are negligible in comparison with terms of O(E) . Since IEl < 1,
the expression in (3 .1) represents the superposition of a mean flow corresponding to the
uniform-shortening planar interface solution of (2.6) and a perturbation flow, initially
infinitesimal, corresponding to the possibility of a folding-type instability . The interfacial
perturbations to the planar layer-medium interfaces can be decomposed into symmetric
and antisymmetric components corresponding to "pinch-and-swell' and fold structures,
respectively, when the upper and lower media are identical [2]. This symmetry relation-
ship is measured relative to the x axis and the individual interfacial components give rise
to perturbation flows characterized by a stream function O(x, z, t) which is even in the z
variable for the case of a fold and odd for "pinch-and-swell" where u, = TGl az and
w,=-di/r/dx (1] . Ultimately in what follows we shall be concerned with the growth of
folds in a layer confined between identical media, hence it will be permissible to impose
the perturbation flow symmetries characteristic of such folding while ignoring the
"pinch-and-swell" component in the layer shape [2] . From the outset it also should be
noted that a two-dimensional model restricts our analysis to plane folds which merely
replicate in the third spatial direction while automatically excluding certain folding
instabilities such as varicosing to which a three-dimensional layer would be subject (5] .
By examining the long-time behavior of these perturbation quantities for various ranges
of the relevant parameters, we can determine the instability or stability of the planar
interface solution to folding-type disturbances depending upon whether these pertur-
bations tend to grow or decay with time . The onset of such instabilities shall be
interpreted as a manifestation of the initiation of single layer plane folds .
We now substitute the expressions of (3.1) into our basic system of equations and
expand the interfacial boundary conditions of (2.4) and (2.5) in Taylor series about
z = h(t) and z = -h(t), respectively . Then upon neglect of terms of O(e 2) and cancel-
lation of the common factor e, we obtain the following system of perturbation equations .
For z > h(t) _ ( 1/2)e' :
For z = - h :
41 d ,
71 -x ax =
;I+w,, wi=w,,
-pi+2r w"=-p,+'2da
ax
I
1 (au ; dw ; _ dCI 1(au, aw l ,
r t
ax + 2`dz + dx) -2ax+2\3z+ax/
F(u ;-u,) .
(3.5a, b)
(3.5c)
(3 .5d, e)
ate-x dx'=C
;+w,, w,=w ;, (3.6a, b)
z
-pl+2
a
a
_-p ;+2r'--3Z
ddwi_T'x
, (3.6c)
aui
ax
aw ; _ ap ;
+ a -
0
ax
+ r
r a2 a2 l
x
UP
+ ~ u ; = 0, -
az
+ r w ; = 0. (3.2a, b, c)
For -h<z<h :
For z < - h :
For z = h :
v, =
v;=0,- p'i+r' 2v(=0 .
0, - p, + ' ' = 0 . (3.3a, b, c)
(3.4a, b, c)
For JzI->m :
v;->0, p ;-+0 as z-.w;
(3 .7)
vi -.0, pi -.0 as z- -~ .
A standard procedure for solving such a linear homogeneous perturbation system is to
use a separation of variables or normal mode technique [11) . Due to the fact that
perturbation boundary conditions (3.5)-(3 .6) involve both h(t) and the presence of
coefficients in (3 .5a) and (3 .6a) which depend on x, it is not possible to employ this
normal mode method in its usual form . In order to motivate the somewhat modified
approach we shall use, consider the model equation for
i,
= C(x, t) given by
-x
a
+
at
= a(t)C, t > 0 ; ;(x, 0) = I co's(wox) ;
	
(3 .8a, b)
which preserves the salient features of (3.5a) and (3 .6a) . Solving (3.8) by the method of
characteristics as applied to this linear partial differential equation [12], we find
C(x, t) = A(t) cos(wx), (3.9a)
where
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2 a ; + 1 (~au i + aki
2
ate; + 1 au, + aw,
= F'(u, - u ;') . (3.6d, e)
ax
2l
aZ ax - ax 2 ax ax
A(t) = I exp[J
'
a (r) dr ] and w = w(t) = woe'.
0
(3.9b)
Motivated by the form of (3 .9) in conjunction with that of those solutions characteristic
of the normal mode approach as it is usually employed [11], we look for modified normal
mode solutions to the perturbation system of (3.2)-(3.7) of the form
with
;,(x, t) =
7,
A. (t) cos(nwx) (3.10a)
n-I
A„(t) = I, exp[J~ a„ (r) drI and w = w(t) = wo e', (3.10b)
a
where for ease of exposition we are concentrating only on the upper interfacial
component for the time being . In (3.10b) the initial wave number wo satisfies 0 <- wo < w,
the initial amplitudes I, are real valued, and the growth rates a„ are continuous functions
of time. The solution of (3 .10) can be used to synthesize any initial interface shape which
is representable as a periodic Fourier decomposable disturbance of basic wave number
wo since the generalized Fourier series introduced in (3 .10) can be shown to converge
uniformly [13] . This means if C 1(x,0)= f(x),
f(x)= I, cos(nwox),
^-,
3 2 8
where
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2wo f
'd°°
rr
o
	
j(x) cos(nw ox) dx. (3.11)
Now for the periodic disturbance of (3 .10) to be stable, all the component modes of
that series must remain stable, while for it to become unstable only one need become
unstable. Thus, because of this fact and the superposition principle, in order to
determine the critical conditions for the onset of instability, it is only necessary to
examine a single arbitrary component which, without loss of generality for our problem,
can be identified with that mode of the series in (3.10) corresponding to n = 1 [14] .
Hence, consistent with the approaches taken by Smith [1] and Fletcher [2], we now look
for a modified normal mode solution of our basic perturbation equations of the form
with analogous expansions for u ;, w;, p ;, u;, w;, and p, involving U', W', P', U", W",
and P", respectively, while
N
x, t) = 19(t);(x, t) . (3.13)
Then substituting these solutions of (3 .12) into the bulk perturbation equations for
h < z < h of (3.3), denoting d/dz by 2, and cancelling the common factor .4(t) cos(wx),
we obtain in particular the following set of equations :
I(!@,-
&)1)21W
= 0 ;
Finally elimination of P between (3.14c) and (3.15) yields the resulting equation for W :
(3.16)
hence, after Fletcher [2], W can be represented for convenience of calculation in the
;,(x, t) = I4(t) cos(wx), (3.12a)
[w], P,](x, z, t) = [W, P](z ; w)s4(t) cos(wx), (3.12b, c)
and
u,(x, z, t) = U(z ; w)si(t) sin((ax), (3.12d)
where
A(f) =exp[J a,(z)d-rI and w=w(t)=woe`, (3.12e)
0
wU + ~O W = 0, (3.14a)
WP +(22-w2)U=0, (3 .14b)
-2P+(7t2 -w)W =0. (3.14c)
Multiplying (3.14b) by w and making use of (3 .14a), we obtain
w2P =(92-w2)(gW) . (3.15)
In a similar manner, upon using the relevant modified normal mode solutions for the
primed and double primed perturbation quantities, we obtain from (3.2) and (3.4),
respectively,
Since w >-0, the far field conditions of (3.7), as applied to (3.18) and (3.19), imply
A'= B'= C" = D" = 0,
	
(3.20)
which, in turn, reduce these solutions to
[W', U', P'](z ; w)=-[C'+D'(z+1/w), C'+D'z, 2rD']e -' (3.21)
and
( W",U",P"l(z ;w)=[A"+B"(z-1/w),-(A"+B"z),2r'B"le ', (3.22)
respectively .
Up to this point, we have allowed for the possibility of the upper and lower media
possessing different material properties . Consistent with the aim of employing the
simplest reasonable model to represent our folding situation, we now assume that the
upper and lower media are identical and hence possess the same material properties .
That is, in our basic perturbation equations, we set
r'= r, T'= T, and F'= F. (3.23)
Further, given these conditions, as mentioned at the start of this section, we can impose
W'(z ;w)=[A'+B'(z-1/ (o ))e' -[C'+D'(z+1lw)le-
" (3.18a)
U'(z ;w)=-[(A'+B'z)e' +(C'+D'z)e-'], (3.18b)
P'(z ; w) = 2r(B'e' - D'e'"') ; (3.18c)
and
W"(z ;w)=[A"+B"(z-11w)]e°'-[C"+D"(z+1/w)]e-"°, (3.19a)
U"(z ; w) =
-[(A"
+ B"z)e " + (C" + D"z)e-'], (3.19b)
P"(z ; w) = 2r'(B"e"' - D"e-'") . (3.19c)
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form
W(z ; w) = [A + B(z - 1lw))e' -[C+D(z+ 1/w))e -°". (3.17a)
Then, using (3.14a, b) in conjunction with (3 .17a), we find
U(z ; w)=-[(A+Bz)e" +(C+Dz)e-'] (3 .17b)
and
P(z ; w) = 2(Be' -De-'). (3.17c)
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the following perturbation flow symmetries characteristic of the folding process under
investigation :
W (z ; w) =
W(-z ;
w) for 0 s z s h
	
(3.24a)
and
W'(z ; w) = W"(-z; w) for z ? h . (3.24b)
Thus, from (3 .17a) and (3.24a),
[A+B(z-1/w)]e'' -[C+D(z+1/w)]e 'z
_ [-C + D(z - 1/w)]e'` + [A - B(z + 1/w)]e-"°
for 0 <_ z s h, which implies
C=-A and D=B ; (3.25a)
while, from (3 .21a), (3 .22a), and (3 .24b),
-[C'+D'(z+ 1/w)]e -"' = [A" - B"(z + 1/w)]e-'°`
for z ~ h, which implies
A"=-Cand B"=D'. (3.25b)
Then substitution of the normal mode solution of (3.12) into perturbation boundary
conditions (3.5) for z = h in conjunction with (3.17), (3 .21), and (3 .25a) yields a system of
five linear homogeneous equations in the quantities A, Bh, C', D'h, and Iew2 which
possess the following coefficients :
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where
with
(3.27a)
(3 .276)
A similar normal mode substitution procedure involving boundary conditions (3 .6), in
A Bh
C' D'h fe"a
e k +I a ° -i-kek +1) 0 0 1-a, (3 .26a)
e k +l e k -I-k( k
+1) I
0 (3 .26b)
e k -I e k +l- k (e k -1) -r -r(1 k) E, (3 .26,)
ek+1
e'-I r r 2(1-r) (3 .264)
e k -1 e'+I -(I+rko) -(I+rko) 2rko
(3 .26e)
2,r
k = 2hw = woe" _
l
Ho eZ'
1r ZµYH ,
%H'
E = and (7- = H,
A = A,e- ' and H = Hoe'.
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conjunction with (3 .23) and the solutions of (3.13), (3 .17), (3 .22), and (3.25b), results in a
companion system of equations which can be shown to be equivalent to the one
represented by (3 .26) once it has been deduced, upon comparison with the latter, that
TO) = I =>
;'(x, t)= ;(x, t) . (3.28)
This establishes the fact that for the plane folding of a single layer of one material
embedded in a medium of different material, the deviations of the upper and lower
layer-medium interfaces from their mean planar positions are identical provided the
surrounding medium both above and below the layer are the same . Further, given these
circumstances, it then suffices to consider just those boundary conditions at the upper
layer-medium interface in order to determine the stability behavior to fold-type dis-
turbances of the uniform-shortening planar interface solution under investigation . That
being the case, we can now turn to a detailed examination of the linear system of (3.26) .
In particular A and H, as defined by (3 .27b), are then the time dependent dimensional
wavelength and thickness, respectively, of the fold disturbance in the layer, while A/H is
the normalized wavelength discussed earlier in the Introduction. Thus k, the wave
number of this disturbance, since it is associated with AIH, and E, a dimensionless
combination of rate of strain and surface tension, as well as the interfacial slip
coefficient, a, due to their H dependence, are also functions of time . We observe that,
for fixed values of these functions and the parameter r, the system of (3 .26) is an
eigenvalue problem with eigenvalue a, and corresponding eigenvector [A, B, C', D', I],
where the growth rate a, plus the first four components of the eigenvector are functions
of time while I is a constant. In order to ensure the existence of nontrivial solutions we
equate the determinant of the coefficients of this system to zero and obtain the following
secular relation which a, must satisfy :
a, = I + k
	2(1-r)-(11E)[r(k+ sink k) + cosh k + 1] + ark[2- (11E)(cosh k + I)]
(r'- 1)k + (1 + r) sinh k + 2r cosh k + ark[-k + sink k + r(cosh k + 1)]'
(3.29)
Then, observing that a, and the sd of (3.12e) are related by the amplitude equation
d~
(t) = a,(t)s3(t), (3.30)
after Smith [1] and Fletcher [2] we adopt the stability criterion that the uniform-
shortening planar interface solution is stable, unstable, or neutrally stable to the type of
disturbance being examined according to whether the growth rate a l(t) is negative,
positive, or zero identically for all 1. This in turn, from (3.29), depends on the parameter
E being less than, greater than, or equal to a certain critical functional value E,(k ; r, a),
where
E(k ;r,a)=k	s
	 r(kt sinh k) + coshk+ I + ark(cosh k+1)	
(1- r) k + (I + r) sinh k + 2r cosh k + ark [k + sinh k + r(cosh k + 1)]'
(3 .31)
Given that we shall be restricting our analysis to a period in dimensional time which is
sufficiently small in comparison with the scale factor Ile so linear theory is still
applicable, it seems reasonable to assume that A and H (and hence k, E . and a) are such
slowly varying functions of nondimensional time that they can be taken as virtually
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constant during the interpretation of the critical conditions for the onset of instability to
be developed below . We also note that the assumption just introduced was fundamental,
in an implicit sense, to the analyses of Smith [1] and Fletcher [2] as well .
4. INTERPRETATION OF THE STABILITY CRITERION
It is often convenient for problems of this sort to represent by graphical means
stability criterion such as (3.31). Toward this end we examine Figs . 2 and 3. Figure 2, a
plot of E versus k, shows that the neutral stability curve of (3 .31) E = E,(k ; r, o), on
which a,=0, is a curve of marginal stability separating the region of instability where
a, > 0 from that of stability where a, < 0 . It can be seen from this figure that, for fixed
values of k and r, Er (k ; r, o) is a monotone decreasing function of o ; hence we observe
that interfacial slip has a slightly destabilizing influence on a model which postulates
no-slip conditions at the layer-medium interfaces . Consistent with the approach of Smith
[1, 4] we now impose such no-slip conditions by assuming o = 0 in what follows . The
reasons for making this assumption are threefold : first, as stated previously, we wish to
use the simplest reasonable model possible ; second, we want to isolate the effect of
considering interfacial surface tension ; and third, we desire, ultimately for comparison
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k
Fig
. 2. A plot of E = 2µ¢H/y,
a dimensionless combination of strain rate and surface tension, versus k, the
wave number of the disturbance . From the linear stability analysis, E=E,(k ;r,a) is the marginal stability
curve ai=0 separating the unstable region, a,>0, from the stable one, ai<0. This figure has been
schematically drawn for 0 < r < 1/3 . Should 1/3 < r < I
the marginal curve associated with a = 0 would not
intersect the asymptote E = k/(1 + r) :
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Fig. 3
. A plot of the growth rate a, versus k for different values of E corresponding to Fig
. 2 with a = 0 .
purposes, to pattern our basic analysis, exclusive of surface tension and non-Newtonian
effects, as closely after Smith's as is feasible . Then upon setting a=0 in (3 .29) and
(3.31), we obtain the following simplified versions of those equations :
a,=f(k
;E,r)=1+k2(1-tr)-(1/E)[r(k`+sinhk)+cosh k+1]
(4.1)
(r -1)k+(l+r)sinhk+2r cosh k
and
Er(k ;r)=k	
rt(k+sinhk)+cosh k+I		
(4.2)
(1-r)k+(1 +r)sinhk+2rcosh k'
respectively . It is a stability criterion relevant to these relations with which we are
concerned .
From Fig. 2 we observe that for r fixed and E equal to a particular value Eo, we have
stability for k > kr and instability for 0 :5: k < k r where k c , the critical wave number, is
defined implicitly in terms of Eo by
Eo = Ejkr ; r). (4.3)
Now from Fig. 3, which is a plot of a, versus k for various values of E with r held
constant, we can see that in the region of instability there exists a dominant wave
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number denoted by kd for which the growth rate a, is maximized . This dominant wave
number is determined for any particular value of E implicitly by
dk(kd
;E, r) =0 if E,_E<x and k d =0for0<E<E~, (4.4a)
where E,, the critical value of the stability parameter, satisfies
(4.4b)
Note that our formulation can be reduced to those of Smith [1] and Fletcher [2] for the
case of no interfacial slip by taking the surface tension coefficient y=0, which
corresponds to I/E = 0 or equivalently E-.co . In this instance (4.1) becomes
	 2(1-r)
a,=1+k (r
2 -I)k+(1+r 2)sinhk+2r coshk'l
; (4.5)
hence, there exists no critical transitional wave number k,, since the uniform-shortening
planar interface solution is identically unstable, while the dominant wave number
achieves a maximum value denoted in Fig . 3 by km .
We can now turn to a detailed examination of our results as they relate to the single
layer rock folding phenomenon under investigation . For any value of E, disturbances
with a band of normalized wavelengths ranging from AC
IH
to infinity will grow but those
of normalized wavelength at or near A d/H will predominate [15] where, from (3 .27a),
Ar/H = 27r/k, and Ad/H = 2a/kd . (4.6)
Thus, traditionally, the wave train of a single layer fold implicitly considered over an
unbounded region in x has been characterized by A
d
4H
[1, 3, 4] . Observe, from Fig. 3,
that for 0 < E <_ E, = 1/(1 - r), kd = 0 which, from (4.6), corresponds to an infinite
dominant disturbance wavelength while, as E ranges from E, to infinity, kd ranges
monotonically from 0 to k m , where km can be shown to possess the asymptotic
representation [2]
km - y6r - r (4.7)
for r small. Since the expression in (4.7) has a maximum value of 2 2/3 when r= 213
which implies
Ad/H ? Am/H = 2 rIkm a 3arl
-2 = 6.64 ; (4 .8)
clearly such an interpretation using Ad/H fails to predict any fold characterized by a
normalized wavelength in the anomalous six to four range for such r . It does, on the
other hand, postulate a critical threshold in the imposed rate of strain for the initiation of
folding in a particular rock stratum because the parameter E must exceed its critical
value E., before any observable fold will occur given that a disturbance of infinite
wavelength would be virtually indistinguishable from an undisturbed layer . As pointed
out by Segel and Stoeckly [15] one should, however, keep in mind that by the time
disturbances have grown enough so that the effect of the maximum growth rate can be
observed, the neglected nonlinearities may have rendered the analysis inaccurate .
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We wish to develop an interpretation of our stability criterion appropriate for
bounded regions in x of finite territory size . To do so we resort to an analog of Jeans'
criterion for gravitational instabilities occurring in the outer regions of spiral nebulae and
resulting in the formation of chains of condensations which eventually develop into stars
(see Fig . 4) . Jeans [16] describing this interpretation of his relevant secular equation
a, = 47rGpo- c'k2
(4.9)
concluded that a medium of dimension much greater than a, would tend to form
condensations whose mean distance apart would be comparable with A , where G is the
universal gravitational constant, c is the speed of sound in a medium of basic density p o,
and A, = 27r/k, for k' = 47rGpo/c
2. Thus, motivated by Jeans' reasoning, we adopt the
following physical interpretation of our stability criterion : the process of single-layer
folding in a bounded region of finite territory size limited in extent along its lateral
dimension tends to form folds whose wave train can be characterized by the critical
normalized wavelength A C/H. From this point of view, in terms of the relevant field data,
Ac/H represents the average normalized wavelength of the folded layer while the
territory size can be measured by the range over which observable folding has occcurred
provided the wave train in question is complete . Such an interpretation, which it should
be realized neglects edge effects from the outset, ought to be especially appropriate for
minor folds because they tend to be found over limited territorial regions .
Let us compare our k, and k d for different values of r and over various relevant
ranges of E. This is accomplished by means of Table 1 . In order to correlate these
results with observed field data it is necessary to examine the concept of territory size in
some detail . We shall designate this territory size by L/H and then define kT such that
LI H = 27r/kr. (4.10)
Fig . 4 . An outer region of the Andromeda nebula M31 showing resolution into stars (courtesy of the Hale
Observatories) . Jeans' criterion with po = 10 -t1 glcm' and c = 7 .45 x 10' emlsec yields a A, = 5 x t0" cm = 1 .6 pc
which compares quite favorably with the mean distance between actual adjacent condensations in that part of
the Andromeda nebula since chains of such condensations can be observed at about one second of arc apart
and from a distance of 285,000 pc, one second of arc represents an actual distance of 1 .4 pc or somewhat more
if allowances are made for foreshortening [16] .
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Table I . The values of k . and k d for different r 's and E's .
Upon examination of Fig. 3, we can categorize the following four different possibilities
depending upon the relative size of kr with respect to k, and k, for particular values of r
and E :
k r =0,0<kr <kd,kd skr <k,,ork,skr. (4.11)
Denoting these cases by [a], [c], [b], and [d] we shall investigate them one by one :
[a] kr = 0: This case, from (4.10), corresponds to infinite territory size ; hence, consistent
with our interpretation for unbounded regions, the wave train of such a fold should be
characterized by AdH.
[b] kd
s kr
< ke : We first note that any territorial limitation such as (4 .10) with kr > 0
would tend to maximize the a, of (4.9), associated with Jeans' criterion, when k = kr,
since this growth rate is a monotone decreasing function of k. Given this behavior it
seems somewhat natural to adopt that interpretation analogous to Jeans' postulated
above when kd s kT < k, since then k = kr maximizes our a, of (4.1). We thus charac-
terize folds over such a territory size by A,/H.
[c] 0 < kr < kd : In this transitional region between the previous two cases, we adopt the
convention that the wave train has a primary fold, characterized by Ad/H, which locally
exhibits a secondary fold pattern characterized by A,/H. The transition is smooth in that
for kr small the AdH wavelength tends to dominate with the A,/H pattern disappearing
while the reverse is true for kr = 0(kd ) . Should k, = 0, this case is absent.
[d] k, s kr : From an examination of the stability regions of Figs . 2 and 3, we can
conclude that there is no folding present in this instance .
r E~
E k,
Ad H k, Ad/H kAd
0 .01 1 .01 1 .19 1 .05
6
0.31
20 .3
3 .4
1 .27 1 .26 5 0.33 19 .0 3 .8
1 .43 1 .57 4 0.36 17 .5 4 .4
0 .05
1
.05 1 .21 1 .05 6 0.34 18 .5 3 .1
1 .30 1 .26 5 0.40 15 .7 3 .2
1
.46 1-57 4 0.46 13.7 3 .4
0 .10 1 .11 1 .22 1 .05 6 0.24 26 .2 4 .4
1 .32 1 .26
5
0.34 18 .5 3 .7
1 .49 1 .57 4 0.44 14.3 3 .6
0 .15 1 .18 1 .23 1 .05 6 0 .12 52.4 8 .8
1 .34 1 .26 5 0.25 25 .1 5 .0
1.51 1.57 4 0.38 16.5 4 .1
0 .20 1 .25 1 .23 1 .05 6 0 -
1 .35
1
.26 5 0 .15 41 .9
8 .4
1
.53
1.57
4
0 .30 20.9 5 .2
0 .25 1 .33 1 .23 1 .05 6 0 -
1 .34 1 .26 5 0 -
1 .53 1 .57 4 0.21 29 .9 7 .5
0.30 1 .43 1 .22 1 .05 6 0
a -
1 .34 1 .26 5 0
m
-
1 .53 1 .57 4 0 .1 62 .8 15 .7
0.35 1 .54
1 .20
1 .05 6 0 -
1 .34 1 .26 5 0 -
1.54 1 .57 4 0
a
-
0.40 1 .67 1 .19 1 .05 6 0
n
-
1.33 1 .26 5 0
1 .51 1 .57
4
0 -
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Now returning to the entries of Table 1, we can see that for 1 .19 <_ E s 1 .53 and
0 .01 : r s 0.4, Ar/H falls within the six to four range and thus, using our interpretation of
case [b), we anticipate folds with an average normalized wavelength in this heretofore
anomalous range provided their territory size satisfies the condition appropriate for that
case. From this point of view, Ad/H provides a determination of the maximum possible
territory size over which folding has occurred . Noting that minor folds have the
distinguishing property of being small scale single layer folds [4], we observe that the
size of kd can be used to measure roughly their demarcation from regular folds with
small kd being associated with the latter . This association then accounts for folds of
normalized wavelength less than six while the occurrence of minor folds having this
quantity between six and four can, in turn, be associated with larger values of kd which
correspond to much smaller territory size . In terms of field data it is possible to obtain an
upper bound estimate, N, on the observed number of folds in a complete wave train
through the relationship
NAr/H = Ad/H or N = AdA . = k,lkd. ( 4.12)
Then, upon comparison of the minor fold data contained in Table 2a with the results
from which Table I was constructed (see Table 2b), we can conclude that the viscosity
contrast between the layer and the embedding medium for this outcrop (see Fig . 5)
corresponds to r = 0.19, while E takes on the value 1 .31 since Ar/H = 5 .20 and kr/kd = 9.2
in such an instance .
Given that we intend to defer until later a discussion of the physical implicatiott of
cases (4.11c) and (4.11d), it only remains to examine the role played by the stability
parameter E. Denoting that value of E corresponding to AdH by $,,,a, we can deduce,
from Table 1, that
E6= 1.2, E 5 = 1 .3, and E4= 1 .5 (4.13)
Table 2a. The values of A/H for each fold of a particular single layer wave
train.
Description
This sample is from an outcrop
found off Elk City Highway near
the south fork of the Clearwater
River in Idaho. It consists of a
complete nine fold wave train
occurring in a single quartz layer
embedded in a matrix of biotite-
hornblende gneiss . The A's were
determined by measuring along the
the center line of the layer while
the H's were calculated by averaging
three measured values for each fold .
(A/H)=5 .2 .
Table 2b . The results from which Table I was constructed relevant to this
data .
r
E, E k~ A c/H kd Ad/H kc/kd
0 .19 1 .23 1 .31 1 .20 5 .2 0.13 48.3 9.2
Fold A/H
1 7 .6
2 3 .9
3 6 .7
4 4 .2
5 6 .2
6 6-0
7 4 .1
8 4.3
9 3 .9
9
n=9 ; t.(A/H);=46.9 ;
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Fig . 5. A photograph of the minor fold described in Table 2 . Identifying the actual mean normalized
wavelength (.\(H) with k1H and the number of folds n with N=k0 lka our model predicts r = 0.19 and
E = 1 .31 since (AlH)=5.2 and n = 9. Note that for this example microscopic cusp structures of irregular
distribution can be observed at the layer-medium interfaces . The development of such cusps may perhaps be
explained by surface tension anisotropy or variations in surface tension due to surface contaminants (see Sec-
6
and Fig. 9) .
are virtually independent of r . For E values less than 1 .2, a r/H exceeds 6 but led tends to
become so small that we no longer have minor folds . For a given minor fold involving a
particular layer and medium, the material and geometric properties are determined,
hence E can only be altered by varying the imposed rate of strain e. Presumably the
lower limit of A r/H = 4 corresponds to the maximum allowable rate of strain which can
then be imposed realistically within this context . The preference for minor folds to have
normalized wavelengths in the six to four range could be explained by the above
argument.
Finally we shall show that for the range of E values included in (4.13), the Buck-
master-Nachman criterion discussed in the Introduction is satisfied .
That criterion can be written in the form
yl(wU) = 0(H/ L),
	
(4.14a)
where for our problem
U = eL . (4.14b)
Substituting (4.14b) into (4.14a) and making use of the definition of E given in (3 .27a), we
can deduce the equivalent criterion given by
2 _fl 1)
E xiH
(4.15)
Now observing that 1 .2 :5 E s 1.5' 1 .33<_ 17 :5 1 .67, we can conclude that the criterion
of (4.15) is clearly satisfied under these conditions . Note that in our earlier determination
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of territory size, in order to comply with Jeans' reasoning concerning the dimension of
the medium under investigation being much greater than AdH, we implicitly assumed that
kr was minimized-i .e., for case [b] kT = 0(k e ) . From (4.10) this guarantees that the ratio
H/L will be minimized as well which is consistent with the assertion by Buckmaster and
Nachman [5] that this parameter be small .
5 . THE "RESONANCE" MECHANISM
In order to explain more fully the occurrence of short-wavelength minor folds, Smith
[4] considered the region near an interface between two semi-infinite materials undergo-
ing uniform compression parallel to the mean interfacial position for his non-Newtonian
model. He determined at what distance from the interface the secondary flow in the z
direction would be maximized in the material of higher viscosity . For a very strong
strain-rate softening material, he concluded that this distance would correspond to
A/H =4 and then postulated a "resonance" mechanism to explain the preference minor
folds seemed to have for 4 < A/H < 6 . He thus referred to the process causing such
structures as "resonant" folding .
For the sake of completeness as well as for comparison purposes, we now examine
this single interface situation for our model (see Fig. 6). Using the exact uniform-
shortening planar interface solution relevant to this case for our basic flow, we would
find that our secondary flow satisfies the following perturbation equations .
For z > h(t) = (1/2)e' :
p - vi = 0, - p ; + r rv; = 0. (5.1a, b, c)
For z<h :
• v, = 0,
-Cpl
+ zv, = 0 .
2
Fig . 6 . The single interface model depicting the vertical coordinates z and y, where y = z - h(t) .
(5.2a, b, c)
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For z = h :
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at
- x ax' _ 6 + w, w ; = w,,
	
(5.3a, b)
-pi+2r
az
1=-p,+2 3z'-Tf4, (5.3c)
r 2
d , + l dui+dWi
-2 d
1+1/ du, + aw,l
ax 2 (dz dx ax 2l dz dx )'
(5.3d)
U; = u, .
vi->0, pi ~O as z->w; (5 .4)
v,-0, p, ~ 0 as z-w.
Employing a modified normal mode solution of the form of (3 .12), solving (5 .1)-(5 .2), and
applying the far field conditions, we find that [W', U', P'](z ; w) are given by (3 .21), while
[W, U, P](z ; w) satisfy
[W, U, P](z ; w)= [A + B(z - 11w), -(A + Bz), 2B]e". (5.5)
Then substitution of these solutions into (5 .3) would yield, after some algebra, the results
and in Fig . 7 we plot the stability graphs for this problem . Observe, upon comparison of
that figure with Figs. 2 and 3, that the neutral curve of Fig . 7, E = k/(1 + r), is the
asymptote of Fig . 2 and that kd = 0.
Finally let us consider the so-called "resonance" mechanism . Introducing the change
of variables
y = z - h, v(y ; w, h) =
W(y+h ;
w), (5 .9)
we obtain
Then
v(y ; w, h) =
[A + B(y + h - 1/w)le"(y+h)
dy(y
;w,h)=w[A+B(y+h)]e h •
(5.3e)
(5.10)
(5 .11)
W(h ; w)=-kIIE(r+ 1) (5.6)
and
u,=E(r+I)-k
(5.7)
This implies
E(r+ 1)
E,(k) = k/(1 + r), (5.8)
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k e k
Fig. 7 . The stability diagrams for the single interface problem with (a) and (b) corresponding to Figs . 2 and 3,
respectively .
The function of (5 .10) will have a maximum at y =-y
o
<0, where yo satisfies
dv
(- Yo ; w, h) = 0 . (5 .12)
This implies, from (5 .11), that
yo = (A + Bh)/B . (5.13)
Substituting the solutions for A and B, used to obtain 5 .6, into (5 .13) yields the result
Yo =
	 2h kT
l (5.14)
k [ l-
4(i-r)J
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Introducing the dimensional distance from the mean planar position of the interface, do ,
defined by
do = Hoyo, (5
.15)
we obtain
do=
Hkr
, . (5 .16)
k 1-
4(1-r)
The resonance argument entails equating do, the distance at which maximum disturbance
occurs, with H, the layer thickness [4] . Thus, since from (5 .16)
do = H iff k
L
1- 4(1 r r)] = 1
(5.17)
and recalling k = 2,r/(A/H), we have resonance provided :
(A/H)2 - 21r(A/H)
+ 7r 2r/(l - r) = 0. (5.18)
Now, solving (5 .18) for A/H and noting that r = 0 corresponds to A/H = 2a, we obtain
the result
A/H = ir[l + \/I - r/(1 - r)] . (5 .19)
(A/H),, s A/H _< 2a for 0
s
r ms rM . (5.20a)
(A/H)m = 17(l + 1 -
.
rM/(1- r.)] . (5.20b)
(A/H),,. = 4 (5 .21 a)
r,,,=(1-r)[1-(4/a-1)2]=0 .925(1-r) . (5.21b)
Observe that
where
From (5.20b),
corresponds to
Note, from (5.20) and (5.21), that for rM, as defined by (5 .21b),
4 :s A/H s 2a =- 6.3 . (5.22)
This result demonstrates that surface tension in conjunction with a Newtonian model
can just as effectively reduce the A/H associated with the resonance mechanism as can a
non-Newtonian approach [4] .
6 . DISCUSSION
The main result for our layered Newtonian fluid model involving surface tension
effects as applied to the onset of plane folding in a single rock layer is that although
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long-wavelength folds generally have a mean wavelength to thickness ratio on the order
of the dominant normalized wavelength predicted by linear stability theory, for short-
wavelength minor folds this quantity should be associated with the critical normalized
wavelength instead . We first note that such a disturbance wavelength for which the
growth rate vanishes does not exist for either a Newtonian [1] or non-Newtonian [3]
model in the absence of surface tension effects because these models predict identically
unstable situations . In particular this means that the onset of folding will occur as soon
as any rate of strain is imposed on the layer no matter how small that strain rate may
happen to be. Let us compare our results with those deduced by previous authors . Smith
[4] postulated two folding mechanisms : classical buckling for long-wavelength folds at
high viscosity contrasts (r small) and non-Newtonian resonant folding of a strongly
strain-rate softening layer for short-wavelength minor folds . These mechanisms clearly
are analogous to our folding over infinite and finite territory size-i .e., cases [a] and
[b]-respectively, as described in Sec . 4, since the former gives rise to long-wavelength
folds and the latter, predominantly short-wavelength minor ones . There is as expected a
continuous transition between the two in the limit as li d -+0 or AdIH~ w . This under-
scores another difference between our results and those of Fletcher [2] and Smith [4]
even in the Newtonian case . Besides the nonexistence of k,, k d can never go to zero for
their models . In fact Ramberg [17] in commenting on the work of Fletcher (1977) points
out the following:
. . even at vanishing -viscosity contrast between a layer and its adjacent material there will be a
defined dominant wavelength, viz. a AIH ratio equal to . . . about 6.3 for the welded-contact case .
This would mean that a stripe marked out by a colour contrast on the surface of an otherwise
homogeneous viscous body should buckle and develop a defined wavelength if the body is
compressed parallel to the marked stripe . This, of course, is physically unrealistic ."
Recalling that for the initiation of folding over an unbounded region, E > E, = 11(1- r)
and observing that this becomes impossible as r- I, it can be seen that our model does
not suffer from the above-quoted deficiency . Even in a bounded region of territory size
L/H = 2,r/k,-, consistent with case [d] of Sec . 4, it is necessary that E > E,(kr ) before
folding will occur. This is in direct contrast to models ignoring surface tension effects for
which there are no critical thresholds as mentioned earlier .
Both Smith's non-Newtonian model [4] and our Newtonian one including surface tension
give results which correlate well with observable fold data. Smith [4] based his analysis
upon the dominant wavelength and varied his material properties in order to provide this
correlation. To get good agreement with observation and explain the average normalized
wavelength preference range for minor folds he found it necessary to pose his resonance
folding mechanism in conjunction with an extremely strong strain-rate softening layer . On
the other hand we vary the territory size over which folding has occurred and keep the
behavior of the material and constitutive properties relatively uniform while basing our
analysis on the dominant wavelength for unbounded regions and on the critical one for
territory size limited in extent to the order of that dominant wavelength . This latter
argument based on Jeans' criterion for gravitational instabilities seems unusually ap-
propriate for application to minor folds within the framework of our model since gravity
changes are unimportant over such small scales [4] and we have assumed the layer-medium
density to be-constant . Further Smith explains his 4 < A/H < 6 preference by means of a
resonance mechanism based upon the simple single interface model introduced in the
previous section . While we do not need to resort to such a recourse, let us briefly point out a
difference between our results for that model and Smith's . His conditions corresponding to
Eqs . (5 .6) and (5 .7) are W (h ; a,) = 0 and a, = 1, respectively, which is what our results would
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have reduced to in the absence of surface tension . This means that the deviation of his
interface from a plane will not cause a deformation in the z direction to first order because
his secondary flow velocity in that direction disappears near the interface [4] . This is
another unrealistic prediction for which a surface tension-type model does not suffer .
Returning to a discussion of minor folds, an added advantage of our model is that it contains
a quantitative predictive capability-e .g., it predicted a viscosity contrast ratio of r = 0 .19
for the minor fold described in Table 2 and, further in this instance, determined a value of
1.31 for E, which can be interpreted as a nondimensional measure of the imposed rate of
strain. Then (4.13) gives a range of strain rates corresponding to the formation of minor
folds. This model is also capable of qualitative predictions such as that of a single layer
which exhibits local short-wavelength folding along the individual arc lengths formed from
a basic long-wavelength fold pattern. It was a physical structure of this sort (see Fig . 8)
which motivated our interpretation of case [ci in Sec . 4 .
Another geological structure which Smith [4] conjectured might be modelled by a
finite amplitude version of his non-Newtonian approach could probably be better
handled by an alteration of our surface tension model . This is the "cusping" process
needed to explain observed "lobe-and-cusp" structures (see Fig. 9) in naturally deformed
rocks [18] . By allowing the surface tension coefficient y, which was previously assumed
isotropic and constant, to be anisotropic or vary, in a piecewise manner, with a surface
contaminant of concentration c according to the relation [19]
Y = YO - /3c,
(6.17)
where p is a positive proportionality constant, it should be possible to explain such
cusps since similar variations in y account for analogous interfacial morphologies
involving grain boundary grooves and eutectic alloys during metallurgical solidification
processes [10] . It is doubtful that a nonlinear analysis alone could account for such
shapes .
The main fruits of linear theory are the predictions of the critical conditions for the
onset of instability to, and the overall planar wave number of, those initially infinitesimal
disturbances which are most likely to grow first . In order to determine either the long-
time behavior of such growing disturbances or the effect of finite amplitude pertur-
bations, it is necessary to take the nonlinear terms into account . There are a number of
reasons why it might be worthwhile to perform such a nonlinear stability analysis on our
prototype problem ; the most important of which being to ascertain if any of the growing
modes of linear theory are equilibrated by the nonlinear terms . For many nonlinear
analyses [10, 11, 14], the observed wavelengths are approximately determined by the
critical wave numbers obtained from linear theory . Although this is true, a "parallel
rolls" analysis [14] often shows that depending on initial conditions competing nearby
wave numbers could become dominant instead. Thus, since initial conditions vary locally
over the interface, such an analysis could be used to explain the fact that natural wave
trains for single layer folds generally show a substantial degree of irregularity [20] . Also
this nonlinear model could be extended to three dimensions and include varicosing in a
similar manner to that by which wavy vortices are treated for the Taylor problem of a
viscous fluid confined in the annulus between rotating concentric cylinders [11] . The
single interface model presented in Sec. 5 is an especially attractive one for an initial
attempt at nonlinear analysis due to the advantageous fact that it is suitable for the
introduction of a moving coordinate system which like that of (5 .9) remains at rest with
respect to the mean interfacial position . Fletcher [21], realizing the importance of such
analyses, has recently carried out a nonlinear stability analysis of the shape of a single
layer fold for his Newtonian fluid model in the absence of surface tension effects valid
through terms of 0(e) .
A Newtonian fluid model
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Fig. 8
. These three photographs each illustrates a single layer fold which possesses a primary long-wavelength
pattern whose individual arc lengths themselves locally exhibit short-wavelength folding along the arc
.
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Fig. 9 . A photograph of a fold exhibiting microscopic
"lobe-and-cusp" structures
. Such cusps are sometimes
associated with minor short-wavelength folds occurring over a larger scale. It is possible that a pressure
solution mechanism operative during deformation may have introduced surface contaminants onto the
interface through cleavages in the matrix since in this instance such a spaced cleavage system axially planar to
the minor short-wavelength fold pattern is present . The presence of these surface contaminants would account
for the variation in surface tension which could then in turn perhaps be used to explain the cause of those
small scale interfacial deformations responsible for producing the "lobe-and-cusp" structures .
The predictions arising from the present model require that further examinations of
natural single layer minor folds be more detailed than heretofore in that measurements
of individual long wavelength components of such fold trains can no longer be arbitrarily
omitted as has often been the case . Their inclusion would provide us with more
statistically valid data with which we could enhance our ability to predict quantitatively
layer-medium viscosity contrasts . Furthermore we should recognize the importance of
the role played by the variation of initial conditions discussed above in conjunction with
nonlinear behavior and not then be discouraged from recording individual wavelength to
thickness ratios contained in seemingly irregular folds .
Finally our basic model could be modified so that it might equally well apply to the
study of the single layer pinch-and-swell structures of boudinage and mullions, which are
associated with the odd component in z of the stream function corresponding to the
perturbation flow. Boudinage involves a material with r < 1 but for which compression is
normal to the layer while mullions are undergoing parallel-layer compression but now
r > I [1] . Should r > I and the compression be normal simultaneously we have the
so-called inverse folding process [1], which could also be analyzed by an alteration of
our original model. Further, it is possible to consider the lower embedding medium to be
different from the upper one, in which case, the perturbation flow contains both
symmetric and antisymmetric components and conditions at the lower layer-medium
interface are no longer equivalent to those at the upper one . It is also possible to
consider density variations between the single layer and the embedding medium by
relaxing the conditions that the uniform density of the two be equal . If p still represents
reduced pressure then such a consideration will introduce an extra gravity term including
this density difference into boundary conditions (2 .4c) and (2.5c). Fink and Fletcher [22]
considered such a gravity effect in their analysis of the surface folding of a viscous fluid
A Newtonian fluid model
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relevant to the examination of ropy pahoehoe basalt flows . It should prove interesting to
consider such phenomena with both interfacial surface tension and bulk gravity effects
and investigate the interplay of these mechanisms .
In addition, all of these single layer models could be extended so that they would be
appropriate for representing a multilayer situation (see Fig . 10). This would be ac-
complished by appending to our basic equations a coupled system which included the
effect of these extra layers .
In conclusion, we have offered a layered Newtonian fluid with the important addition
of surface tension effects at the layer-medium interfaces as a possible alternative to a
Fig . 10. These photographs depict two multilayer structures in which the light layers are anhydrite and the
dark ones, organic limestone. Observe that individual layers in each outcrop exhibit morphologies charac-
teristic of "lobe-and-cusp" as well as regular single layer folding situations
.
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non-Newtonian fluid approach to single layer rock fold modelling . We close by posing
another advantage besides the obvious one of simplicity for our approach . Models of the
dynamics of gneiss dome emplacement and, on a larger spatial scale, the dynamics of
plate motion have considered rocks which compose the earth's crust and mantle to
behave as Newtonian fluids over long time periods [7] . For the length scale of those
phenomena, gravity driven buoyancy effects tend to predominate over surface tension
driven ones [23], and thus it is usually just as permissible to neglect the latter mechanism
in such models as it was to neglect density variations for rock folding . It should be noted
however that even for a length scale where gravity tends to drive the instability, surface
tension may still play a minor role . Talbot [24] suggests that surface tension may affect
the shape of upward moving gravity structures such as diapirs . Thus the final preference
for our approach is that there is some merit in having a Newtonian fluid model which can
be applied equally well to explain both crustal and subcrustal geological phenomena .
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